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AIO Reader - Your Ultimate Document Sidekick for the Cool Crowd!

Yo, welcome to AIO Reader â€“ where reading docs becomes as chill as your fave playlist! No matter if it's a Word doc, an Excel sheet, some PowerPoint magic, or the classic PDF, we've got your back with all the cool file formats. Our vibe is simple yet sleek, making reading docs a breeze, wherever you roll.

What's Cooking in AIO Reader:

Format Fiesta: Read PDFs, Docs, Excels, PPTs â€“ name it, we rock it.
Smooth Moves: Glide to any page you fancy, no drama.
No Format Left Behind: We groove with all types of docs.
Share the Love: Share files with your crew on social or any other dope platform.
Personal Touch: Edit those doc names so you never forget what's what.
Sort Squad: Organize by A-Z or Z-A or vibe with the timeline â€“ your call.
Search Swagger: Find what you need pronto with our slick search tool.
AIO Reader is the real MVP, acing all your files â€“ from chill essays to lit presentations.

On the Same Wavelength:

Peep this â€“ open docs directly from your fave apps or socials. No more waiting â€“ read files sent by your homies ASAP.

Dive into AIO Reader Now:

Ready for the coolest way to read docs? Get AIO Reader now â€“ the ultimate vibe for checking out all kinds of documents. Reading just got a whole lot cooler!

Always Getting Better:

AIO Reader is leveling up, and your thoughts matter big time. Drop us a line at Documentreader@ecomobile.vn with your take. Eco Mobile loves the vibes you bring to AIO Reader â€“ thanks for trusting us to keep it real with your docs.
Updated on
Mar 22, 2024
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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December 4, 2022
Wonderful But contain to many ads And for ad free performance we have to pay money and everyone can't afford it so make this app ad free
15 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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November 1, 2022
This app is just awesome better than WPS . we can read any document any time just wow app !!!!!ðŸ˜�ðŸ˜�ðŸ”¥ðŸ”¥ðŸ”¥
23 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Eco Mobile for Work
November 15, 2022

Thank you for your feedback on the QR code. Your feedback is the motivation for us to develop further. Hope the application will help you in the future. Wish you a good day
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October 27, 2022
It's really convinient for viewing documents faster. I really like itðŸ‘� å¾ˆæ–¹ä¾¿, æˆ‘æŒºå–œæ¬¢ç”¨å®ƒ
14 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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What's new


- Fix bugs and optimize user experience.
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documentreader@ecomobile.vn
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About the developer
 ECO MOBILE COMPANY LIMITED 
 support@ecomobile.vn 
 33 Trang Thi Street, Tran Hung Dao Ward, Floor 8,
Ha Noi
Vietnam 
 +84 398 129 929 
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4.3star
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